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DEFENSIVE SECONDARY
(Fourth in a Series)
CHARLESTON, IL--Eastern Illinois University's defensive secondary ranked No. 2
in the nation in pass defense last year.

The Panthers also lost more veteran·-players

than any other segment.
Consequently, for the first time in three years, it's back to the drawing board
for Coach Rick Schachner who says there are only two sure starters, 1uniors Robert
Williams (Chicago-Du~bar) and Gary Bridges (Asbury Park, NJ-Manasquan/Arizona Western
CC).
Williams, the only returning starter and second team all-conference pick, is
listed at strong safety but may move· if necessary to shore up another position.
"He's the only DB that can play all four spots, and our best \itter • • • his
experience will hopefully pull the loose ends together," Schachner says.
Williams, 5-11, 185, was in on 66 tackles last year including a quarterback sack,
a tackle for loss, a fumble recovery and three pass interceptions.
Bridges, one of the fastest and most natural athletes on the team, will play at
corner.

'~e

need speed at that spot and Gary will provide it.

Re can be as great as

he wants to be but it will take time to make the conversion to the secondary after
playing quarterback in junior college."
Bridges transferred from Arizona Western JC where he quarterbacked the team to an
8-1-1 record and 7th place in the nation earning RM All-American honors.
Charlie Person (Chicago-Dunbar) and Randy McCue (Aurora-East) are competing with
each other for the other corner, and Schachner emphasized that regardless of who starts
both will play considerably.
"Person has the most experience but McCue is the most physical and has made tremendous strides."

-more-

EIU FOOTBALL
ADD 1

Free safety ranks as the most wide open position on the team.

Most frequent

names mentioned this week are sophomore Bryan Newby (Chicago-Simeon), Dovle Foster
(Detroit, MI-King) and Reggie Drew (Mascoutah-Triton JC).

Foster is a promising

freshman who was a prep.quarterback in Detroit.
Top corner backups are Booker Brown (Chicago-Simeon) and Dan Fallon (Crystal
Lake-Grant) along with Dave Maxwell (New Carlisle, IN-Illinois Valley CC) and Titus
Banks (Maywood-Proviso East).
Freshman Joe Mitchell (Washington, DC-DeMatha) has been given an early opportunitv
and Scott Roberts (Chicago-Proviso East) has returned to the team after attending Harper
JC last year.
'~e're

definitely not at the point I'd like to be but with so many new people

we're taking it slow to build a solid foundation.

We only need one or two to come

along and fill the other spots • • • hopefully it'll come from the

grou~

mentioned

but before it's decided it could involve some position changes," Schachner said.

